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Abstract—Crowdsourcing has become a popular business
development strategy that outsources self-contained small tasks
to a crowd of people to solve problems that an individual
or an organization cannot easily do. There are two different
task assignment types in crowdsourcing platforms: the worker
selected task mode and the server assigned task mode. Right
now, the crowdsourcing websites only use one of them and the
satisfaction of the workers and the requesters are not fully
addressed. Furthermore, it is not easy for the requesters to
identify qualified workers quickly. In this paper, we propose
a crowdsourcing model that considers the preferences of both
the requesters and workers to improve their satisfaction and
thereafter benefits the crowdsourcing platform. We first put
forward a ranking formula for the requesters to identify
qualified workers timely based on the Bayesian inference by
considering two factors: the prices the workers charge and
their online reviews, and then propose a stable task assignment
algorithm STA that stably matches the workers and the tasks
through the stable marriage approach. Simulation results show
that our proposed task assignment approach greatly improves
the satisfaction of the requesters and the workers compared with
the existing Hungarian method and the STA variations that only
consider one factor.
Index Terms—Baysian inference, crowdsourcing, preference
list, stable matching, task assignment

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the ever improving availability of social media platforms, the internet and mobile devices, crowdsourcing has
become a popular business development strategy that outsources self-contained small tasks to a crowd of people to
solve problems that an individual or an organization cannot
easily do. Businesses use crowdsourcing to accomplish their
tasks, find solutions to problems, or gather information. There
are three basic components in crowdsourcing: requesters who
publish tasks on a platform, workers who carry out the
tasks, and a platform that manages jobs. There are many
crowdsourcing platforms available today, such as Amazon
Mechanical Turk [1] that outsources human intelligence tasks
to the crowds, Fiverr [4] that allows workers to post tasks that
they are willing to complete for a certain amount of money,
Chegg Tutors [2] that finds tutors for the students online, and
mobile crowd sensing apps such as Waze [5] and Weathermob
[6] that rely on users’ real-time mobile data to do navigation
and find out the weather conditions, respectively.
In the crowdsourcing platforms, there are two different
task assignment types: worker selected task mode and server
assigned task mode [16]. In the worker selected task mode
[9], [18], the server publishes the tasks and it is totally the

Fig. 1. Crowdsourcing model

workers’ responsibility to choose any tasks that they are
interested in. One drawback of this mode is that the server
does not have any control over the allocation of the tasks.
This may lead to some tasks never been assigned. On the
other hand, in the server assigned task mode [8], [16], [22],
the task is totally assigned by the server according to certain
rules. The server has global pictures of the tasks and can
achieve the global optimum of some objective functions.
Right now, the worker selected task mode and the server
assigned task mode are totally separated, which causes the
task assignment to be unilateral: either on the worker’s side
or on the server’s side. And the goal of the assignment is
usually to minimize or maximum some objective functions
such as to minimize the cost of autonomous carsharing
[13], or to maximize the number of location-related tasks
assigned [17], etc. The satisfaction of the workers and the
requesters of the tasks are not fully considered. Furthermore,
crowdsourcing allows anyone to participate and the financial
incentives cause workers to complete tasks quickly rather than
well, allowing for many unqualified participants and resulting
in large quantities of unusable contributions. Companies, or
additional crowdworkers, then have to sort through all of
these low-quality contributions. The task of sorting through
crowdworkers contributions, along with the necessary job
of managing the crowd, requires companies to hire actual
employees, thereby increasing management overhead [3].
Verifying responses is time-consuming, so requesters often
depend on having multiple workers complete the same task to

correct errors. However, having each task completed multiple
times increases time and monetary costs [15]. Therefore in
this paper, we propose a crowdsourcing model that allows
requesters to identify qualified workers and considers the
interests of the workers and the requesters so as to improve
the quality of the crowdsourcing platform.
On a crowdsourcing platform, the goal of the workers is to
select those tasks that can maximize their rewards, enjoyment,
and self-fulfillment while the interest of the requesters is to
get the best workers to work on their tasks. If the workers
and requesters are satisfied, more transactions can be done
between them and the crowdsourcing platform can earn more
profit. Based on these interests, we propose a crowdsourcing
model as shown in Figure 1. On a crowdsourcing platform,
each worker can submit his preference list of tasks and each
requester of a task can also submit his preference list of
workers to do the task. For the convenience of illustration,
in the rest of the paper, we just call the preference list from a
requester for a particular task ‘the task’s preference list’ and
the satisfaction of a requester on a particular task ‘the task’s
satisfaction’. Then the objective of the platform is to stably
match the workers and the tasks based on their preference
lists to improve their satisfaction. Here ‘stable’ means that
no worker will prefer another task than his matched one and
no requester will prefer another worker than his assigned one.
We are motivated to propose this model due to the following
reasons: First, our model allows both the workers and the
requesters to state their preferences so that the choice is
mutual, not unilateral as in other papers. Second, we make the
match between them stable so that their satisfaction scores can
be improved, which can make them use the crowdsourcing
platform more in the future.
To implement our crowdsourcing model, we adopt the
following methods. First, for the workers, their selections of
the tasks are usually subjective and based on their interests,
skills, rewards, and self-fulfillment. The platform can adopt
some recommender system [7] to suggest some tasks to
them according to the interests in their profiles or their past
finished tasks, but the best person to decide the eventual
preference list is the worker himself. So we assume that it
is the responsibility of each worker to provide a preference
list of tasks. For the requesters, we will come up with a
formula using the Beysian inference [10] to rank the workers
by considering two factors: the workers’ past evaluations and
the prices they charge for the tasks. With the preference lists
ready on both sides, we next propose an algorithm called
STA to stably match the workers and the tasks based on their
preference lists through the stable marriage approach [12].
The differences of our work from others and the key
contributions of our work are as follows:
• We propose a crowdsourcing model that considers the
interests of the requesters and the workers so as to
improve the quality of the platform.
•

We put forward a formula using the Beysian inference to
help the requesters rank and identify qualified workers
based on the considered factors.

•

We propose a stable task assignment algorithm STA to
match the requesters’ tasks and the workers.

Simulations are conducted to evaluate the proposed STA
algorithm by comparing it with the existing method and
the variations of STA.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
references the related works. Section III describes the model
and defines the problem. Section IV presents the formula
to rank the workers. Sections V matches the workers and
the tasks. Section VI describes the simulations we have
conducted, and the conclusion is in Section VII.
•

II. R ELATED W ORKS
Crowdsourcing covers a wide spectrum. Here we survey
the related papers on task assignment in crowdsourcing.
There are two different task assignment types: worker
selected task mode and server assigned task mode [16]. In
the worker selected task mode [9], [18], the server publishes
the tasks and it is totally the crowd workers’ call to choose
any tasks they are interested in. One drawback of this method
is that the server does not have control over the allocation
of tasks. This may lead to some tasks never been assigned
while others do. Differently, in the server assigned task mode
[8], [16], [22], the task is totally assigned by the server
according to certain rules. This method has a global picture
of the tasks so it can achieve the global optimum in terms
of some objective functions. A typical example of the server
assigned task mode is the Hungarian algorithm [20], which
finds the minimum cost bipartite matching between the tasks
and the workers. There are several other server assigned
task algorithms in some specific applications. For example,
in the car sharing industry, [13] provides a greedy method
that assigns the passenger request to its geometrically nearest
taxi. And in the spatial-crowdsourcing environment, [8], [23]
assign tasks to workers according to their positions and then
the workers will physically move to the specified locations to
conduct tasks.
Right now, the worker selected task mode and the server
assigned task mode are separated. The crowdsourcing platform uses one of them and the satisfaction of the workers
and the requesters cannot be fully addressed. We argue that
the satisfaction of the workers and the requesters (tasks) can
be improved if we combine these two assignment modes by
considering the preferences of both the tasks and the workers.
We achieve that by adopting the idea of the Stable Marriage
Problem (SMP) [19]. SMP aims to find a stable matching
between two equally-sized sets of elements (i.e., men and
women) given complete preference orders of each man and
woman. Stability requires that a matched man and a matched
women will not prefer each other over their existing partners.
This is the task we do in this paper.
III. M ODEL AND F ORMULATION
In our model, we assume that there are a set of workers
W = {wi } looking for tasks and a set of tasks T = {tj }
from the requesters. Each worker has submitted the price

of each task and a list of preferred tasks as a result of
recommendations from the platform and personal choice.
We assume that the platform uses an evaluation system on
the workers in the form of X% positive out of Y reviews.
Different crowdsourcing websites [2], [4] may use different
formats to evaluate the workers, but they can be converted
to the format we adopt here. Our goal is to first propose
a formula to help the requester who owns a task rank the
preferred workers to work on the task and then match the
workers with the tasks stably through the stable marriage
approach.
IV. R ANKING

THE WORKERS

In this section, we work on the formula for the requesters
to rank the workers they desire. We consider two factors: the
price a worker charges to finish a task Pw and his past reviews
by the requesters Rw . The price factor is straightforward.
But the review part needs a little work. Nowadays, many
crowdsourcing websites use a rating system for the workers.
For example, worker A is 97% positive out of 1000 reviews
and worker B is 98% positive out of 100 reviews. Then which
worker is better? In term of the positive reviews, B is higher.
But B gets much fewer reviews, which makes B’s rating
seem not as trustworthy as A’s. So the number of reviews a
worker gets matters. So to help a requester rank the workers
based on their reviews, we need to design an aggregated scalar
rating formula by including both the ratings and the number
of reviews. We can start with the Beysian inference [10],
which is a widely used and powerful tool.
In the Beysian inference, there is a prior and a posterior. In
our case, if we know how people have rated the service of a
worker, we can predict if the requester can get a satisfactory
service from the worker in the future. So how people rate the
worker is the prior and our prediction is the posterior in the
Beysian inference. People’s rating on a worker is a random
variable that follows some distribution. We denote that as P
and its distribution is unknown. In that case, an appropriate
assumption is that it follows a beta distribution β(a, b) [21]
because beta distribution covers a broad range of distributions
with the variations of its two parameters a and b. The PDF
of the beta distribution is:
f (x) = Cxa−1 (1 − x)b−1 , 0 < x < 1,
where the constant C =

(a+b−1)!
(a−1)!(b−1)! .

Based on the current set of people’s ratings X for a
worker, e.g. 97% positive out of 1000 reviews, we observe
that the likelihood function of the sample data follows a
binomial distribution B(n, p) [24], where n is the number
of reviews and p is the probability that he gets a positive
rating. By combining these factors, our problem is to solve
the following:
We observe that X|P ∼ B(n, p), where the distribution of
the prior P ∼ β(a, b). We want to find out the distribution of
the posterior P |X.
Using the Bayesian rule, the PDF of the posterior can be
written as:

f (p|X = k) =

P r(X = k|P )f (p)
P r(X = k)

Here P r(X = k|P
 ) is the PDF of the binomial distribution.
It is equal to nk pk (1 − p)n−k . Item f (p) is the PDF of
the beta distribution. After plugging in the PDFs, the above
formula becomes:

f (p|X = k) =

 k
p (1 − p)n−k Cpa−1 (1 − p)b−1
P r(X = k)

n
k

After ignoring all the items that are not related to p, we
get:
f (p|X = k) ∝ pa+k−1 (1 − p)b+n−k−1
=⇒ P |X ∼ β(a + x, b + n − x)

(1)

So the posterior is proportional to the items having p and
is still a Beta distribution but with parameters a + x and
b + n − x. We interpret x as the new positive ratings on the
basis of the original a positive ratings and n − x as the new
negative ratings on the basis of the original b negative ratings.
Let us explain this idea using the cases of workers A and
B. First we need to determine the parameters a and b in the
prior Beta distribution. In the beginning, we do not know
how the requesters will rate the worker, so it is reasonable
to assume that their ratings are uniformly distributed. That
corresponds a = b = 1 in the Beta distribution. Thus we
assume the prior has a distribution of β(1, 1). Later we get
some observed data: Worker A is 97% positive out of 1000
reviews and worker B is 98% positive out of 100 reviews.
In other words, A has 970 new positive reviews and 30 new
negative reviews and B has 98 new positive reviews and 2
new negative reviews. The posterior in expression (1) tells
us that A and B’s posterior distributions are β(971, 31) and
β(99, 3), respectively. In Beta distribution β(a, b), we know
its mean and variance are as follows:
ab
a
, V ariance =
M ean =
a+b
(a + b)2 (a + b + 1)
In our case, a good rating is a rating with high mean and
low variance. So to obtain the scalar rating Rw for a worker
w, we can simply use the ratio of the mean and the variance.
That is,
M ean
(2)
V ariance
After calculation, A’s rating is: 32420 and B’s rating is:
3502. For the value of Rw , the bigger the better. So A should
be placed before B considering the number of reviews even
though A’s positive rate is lower than B’s.
Now that we have a formula to rank the workers by the
reviews, we add in the price factor and derive a combined
formula. Since the price for a task charged by a worker Pw
is known, we can use a weighted score formula in (3) to
incorporate both factors.
Rw =

fw + g2 Pf
Sw = g 1 R
w

(3)

The parameters g1 and g2 are the weights in the range of
fw and Pf
[0, 1] for the two factors and g1 + g2 = 1. The R
w
are the processed values for Rw and Pw , respectively. The
values of Rw and Pw need to be processed first because not
only are they on different scales but also counted in opposite
directions in the final score. As we know, for the value of Rw ,
the bigger the better. But for the value of Pw , the smaller the
better. So for Pw , we first take 1/Pw to make it count in the
same direction as Rw . Then since these two values are on
different scales, we normalize them to the range of [−1, 1]
using formula (4) before putting them together in formula (3).
In formula (4), V is a vector which here represents either a
price vector containing the reciprocals of the prices charged
by a worker or his review vector containing the calculated
reviews from formula (2). Notation Vi is the i’s element in the
vector and Vi′ is its normalized value. Notations mean(V ),
max(V ), and min(V ) represent the mean of all the elements,
the maximum value, and the minimum value in the vector,
respectively.
Vi − mean(V )
Vi′ =
max(V ) − min(V )

(4)

In this paper, we consider two factors for the requesters
to rank the workers, namely the price factor and the review
factor. But formula (3) can be easily extended based on
the needs of applications to include more parameters the
requesters like to consider by simply adding the parameters
and their corresponding weights.
V. M ATCHING TASKS

AND

W ORKERS

In this section, we match tasks and workers according
to their preferences so as to improve their satisfaction. We
assume that there are n workers and n tasks. Each worker
has a preference list of tasks and each task has a preference
list of workers. To match these tasks and workers, we adopt
the idea of stable marriage approach [11] and give a definition
as follows.
Definition 1: A matching between tasks and workers is
stable if there does not exist any task or worker which prefers
each other more than their current match.
Suppose a worker wi is assigned a task t′j and a task
tj is given to a worker wi′ , the matching is not stable if
wi prefers task tj more than t′j and worst yet, task tj also
prefers worker wi more than worker wi′ . In our approach,
after each worker submits his preferred list of tasks to the
crowdsourcing platform and each requester of a task lists
his preferred workers according to formula (2), we provide a
stable task assignment (STA) algorithm in Figure 2 matching
the workers and the tasks.
There are three parts in this algorithm. In the main control
part, each task tj calls Subroutine Proposal to get the next
preferred worker on its list. After the loop is done, the
matching A between the tasks and the workers is returned. In
the Subroutine Proposal, we match tj with its next preferred

Algorithm STA: Stable Task Assignment
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

Inputs: a set of tasks T , and a set of workers W .
Output: a stable task assignment A matching a worker
with a task.
Each worker i ∈ W submits his task preference list to
the crowdsourcing platform.
Each requester generates his worker preference list of
each task according to formula (3).
Main control
Initialize each worker as unassigned.
for each task tj ∈ T do
call Subroutine Proposal for tj .
end for
return A as the stable task assignment.
Subroutine: Proposal
Input: task tj .
if wi is the next entry in tj ’s preference order then
assign tj to wi .
call Subroutine Refusal for A, tj , and wi .
end if
Subroutine: Refusal
Input: assignment A, task tj , and worker wi .
if wi is assigned t′j but prefers tj over t′j then
break up wi and t′j and assign wi to tj ; update A.
reassign t′j by calling Subroutine Proposal.
else
t′j and wi remain matched
end if
Fig. 2. The stable task assignment (STA) algorithm

worker wi and then check if wi will refuse this proposal or
not by calling Subroutine Refusal. In the Subroutine refusal,
the temporarily matched worker wi can refuse the match. If
wi is matched to t′j but prefers tj over t′j , then we break up
wi and t′j , match tj and wi , and let t′j go back to the market
by calling Subroutine Proposal. Otherwise, t′j and wi remain
matched.
We now use an example in Figure 3 to explain the stable
task assignment algorithm. There are four tasks and four
workers. Their preference lists are shown in the figure. For
example, for task t1 , its preferred workers are in the order of
w4 , w1 , w2 , and w3 . And for worker w1 , its preferred tasks
are in the order of t4 , t1 , t3 , and t2 . We start from the Main
control of the STA algorithm. Task t1 first calls subroutine
Proposal to propose to its first preference w4 . Then task t1 and
worker w4 are temporarily matched. Then subroutine Refusal
is called to see if worker w4 would refuse the assignment. In
Refusal, since w4 is not assigned to any task yet, task t1 and
worker w4 will remain matched. Next, in the Main control,
task t2 calls Proposal to propose to its first preference w2 .
They are temporarily matched. Then Refusal is called to see if
worker w2 would refuse the proposal. Since w2 is not matched
to any task yet, t2 and w2 remain matched. Then, in the Main
Control, task t3 calls Proposal to propose to its first preference
w2 . They are temporarily matched (see Figure 3(a)). Then

A. Algorithms Compared

t1 4 1

2 3

w1 4 1

3 2

t2 2 3 1 4

w2 1 3 2 4

t3 2 4

w3 1 2

3 1

w4 4 1 3 2

t4 3 1 4 2
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t1
t2
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w2 t2
w2
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w3
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w3
(c)

w3

(b)

(a)

t1
t2
t3
t4

3 4

t1
t2
t3
t4

w4
w3
w2
w1
(d)

Fig. 3. An example of the STA algorithm

Refusal is called to see if w2 would refuse the proposal. In
Refusal, w2 is already matched to t2 but w2 prefers t3 more
than t2 according to its preference list. So t2 and w2 break up
and w2 is assigned to t3 . Now task t2 is back on the market
and calls Proposal to propose to its 2nd preference w3 . Task
t2 and w3 are temporarily matched. Then Refusal is called to
see if w3 would refuse the match. In Refusal, since w3 is not
matched to any task, t2 and w3 remain matched (see Figure
3(b)). Next, in the Main control, task t4 proposes to its first
preference w3 . They are temporarily matched. Then Refusal
is called to see if w3 would refuse the match. In Refusal,
since w3 is already matched to t2 and prefers t2 over t4 , so
w3 is still matched to t2 and task t4 does not get w3 (see
Figure 3(c)). Then task t4 proposes to its 2nd preference w1 .
And since w1 is not matched to any task, t4 and w1 remain
matched. By now, all the tasks have obtained the matched
workers and the algorithm terminates. Finally, tasks t1 , t2 ,
t3 , and t4 get workers w4 , w3 , w2 , and w1 , respectively (see
Figure 3(d)).
After applying the STA algorithm, all the workers and the
tasks are stably matched. But there is a question: what if a
worker does not like any of the tasks or a task does not like
any of the workers? In that case, we allow them to insert a
dummy in their preference lists. If finally someone is matched
to a dummy, then he does not get a match this time and can
wait for a better partner in the future. Furthermore, dummy
relaxes the condition that the two matching sets should have
the same size.
VI. S IMULATIONS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed STA algorithm with its variations and the existing
algorithm using a customized simulator written in Matlab.

The following algorithms are compared:
1) The stable task assignment algorithm (STA): our proposed algorithm based on stable matching and the consideration of both workers’ reviews and their charging
prices.
2) The price-only algorithm (Price-only): a variation of
the STA algorithm based on stable matching and the
consideration of only the workers’ charging prices.
3) The review-only algorithm (Review-only): a variation
of the STA algorithm based on stable matching and the
consideration of only the workers’ reviews.
4) The Hungarian algorithm (Hungarian): the existing
Hungarian algorithm which achieves the lowest cost of
assigning tasks but does not consider the requesters’
and workers’ satisfaction.
B. Comparison Metric
To compare the above algorithms, we define a metric called
dissatisfaction score. It is calculated as follows. For a task
tj , suppose worker wi ’s position in its preference list is k. If
finally the task is matched to worker wi′ , which is in the k ′ th
position in its preference list. We define tj ’s dissatisfaction
score Dj = k ′ − k. If Dj is positive, the task is assigned
to a worker it is less in favor of. If Dj is zero, the task is
assigned to a worker exactly as it expects in its preference
list. A negative value is not possible due to the nature of the
stable matching problem. Then for the
Pnwhole match, the task
dissatisfaction score of a match is j=1 Dj . Similarly, the
worker dissatisfaction score of a match is defined in the same
way. For the dissatisfaction scores, the smaller the better.
C. Simulation Setup
In our simulations, we randomly generated a set of tasks
T and a set of workers W . For each worker, we randomly
generated his task preference list and the associated price for
each task in the range of [1, 100]. We also randomly generated
each worker’s evaluation scores in the range of [10%, 100%]
and the number of reviews in the range of [1, 1000]. For the
STA algorithm, we used formula (3) to calculate a worker’s
preference list for each task by considering both the price
and the review factors. For the Price-only and Review-only
algorithms, we only included one factor in the calculation.
Once the preference lists were ready, we applied algorithms
STA, Price-only, and Review-only to match the workers with
the tasks. For the Hungarian algorithm, we did not use the
preference lists but just assigned tasks according to the prices
of the tasks. We tried 100 to 500 tasks. After the matching
results were obtained, we calculated the task and worker
dissatisfaction scores. We ran each algorithm 1000 times and
averaged the results.
D. Simulation Results
The simulation results are shown in Figures 4(a)-(f). We
tried three weight values g1 = 0.2, 0.5, 0.7 in the experiments.
A weight of 0.2 means that the weight of the review factor
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results have shown that our proposed scheme STA greatly
improves the satisfaction of the requesters and the workers
compared with the ones which only consider one of the
factors and the existing Hungarian method which does not
consider the requesters’ and workers’ satisfaction. In the
future, we will explore more factors in the stable task assignment method.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the algorithms with different weights

g1 is 20% and the weight of the price factor g2 = 1 − g1
is 80%. For each weight, we obtained the task and worker
dissatisfaction scores. Unanimously, the methods based on
stable matching have substantial lower dissatisfaction scores
than the Hungarian method in all of the parameter settings. In
addition, the STA algorithm which considers both the price
and the review factors has a lower dissatisfaction score than
the Price-only and the Review-only algorithms which only
consider one of the factors. In conclusion, the stable matching
method can reduce the task and worker dissatisfaction scores
compared with the existing Hungarian method and the tasks
and workers can be more satisfied if both the price and the
review factors are considered.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a crowdsourcing model
that considers the preferences of both the requesters and the
workers to improve their satisfaction so as to benefit the
crowdsourcing platform. We have first put forward a formula
based on Bayesian inference for the requesters to identify
qualified workers quickly by considering the price and the
review factors. And then we have proposed a stable task

